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Abstract —The design and test of a robot-compatible, radiation detection instrument providing simultaneous γ -ray imaging and γ -ray spectroscopy is described. The sensing system
comprises a cerium bromide inorganic scintillation detector
and a cylindrical, lead slot collimator that is configured with
a robot-compatible, on-board data acquisition system. The
mount for the sensor is a lightweight, bespoke 3-axis gimbal
actuated by servos for pan, tilt and rotation of the collimator
for imaging capability. This paper discusses the integration of
this relatively low-cost radiation detection apparatus with a
commercially available, Robot-Operating-System-controlled
robotic platform (a Clearpath RoboticsTM Jackal). The detection system is compliant with the power and mass payload
constraints of the robot. Its performance has been evaluated
by means of two practical examples: a) measurements in a
laboratory environment to assess the ability of the system to
resolve two caesium-137 point sources, and b) deployment
at the Jožef Stefan Institute TRIGA Mark II research reactor
to assess the ability of the system to characterise the γ -ray
emission at 1 kW from a horizontal tangential beam port in the
reactor hall and from the reactor sample pool above the core.
Index Terms — Robotics and automation, environmental monitoring and control, detection, estimation and classification
based on sensor data.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
UCLEAR energy provides approximately 1/10th of the
world’s electricity from nearly 450 power plants [1].
However, radioactive materials arise from the reactors, fuel
processing plants, research laboratories and waste storage
facilities associated with this industry. Novel approaches to
monitoring this radioactivity that reduce the need for human
to be involved directly offer far-reaching benefits, such as:
reducing the exposure of people to radiation, advancing the
design and operational expectations of next-generation reactors, minimizing contamination risk, better safeguarding of
nuclear materials and maintaining public trust. The integration of robotic systems and instrumentation focused on
specific nuclear challenges has become more widespread due
to advancements in the former but also due to, in the case
of Fukushima, the recognition that better robotic systems
are needed that are compatible with emergency response
requirements [2].
This most recent wave of research and development has
shown great potential thus far [3]–[8], and has been attracting
the attention of stakeholders pertinent to the nuclear industry,
including regulatory bodies and facilities operators. Apart from
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the dedicated challenge of decommissioning the stricken reactors at Fukushima, a more universal enduring challenge, and
a global touchstone when achieved, is to characterise legacy
waste storage facilities; especially where human access is not
possible. These challenges account for very significant levels
of public expenditure ($ billions) in the UK alone, given that
decommissioning these facilities is the subject of a 100- year
plan [9]. The utilisation of low-cost, flexible instrumentation
systems that incorporate multi-sensing capability is expected
to contribute towards a reduction of the time necessary and
the costs of decontamination and decommissioning activities,
whilst substantiating safety margins.
The emerging use of γ -ray imaging systems has proven
useful for hot-spot identification at sites such as the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 1, particularly when
deployed on robotic platforms [10]. Moreover, there are
trends to incorporate these instruments more closely with
their robotic platforms [11] constituting, for example, a detection system which can be operated not only by an individual worker but also directly by a robot, which may be
operating autonomously: this is a critical design requirement for future sensors for remote deployment in hazardous
environments.
The radiation sensing instrumentation suite presented in this
article can be used as either a stand-off method to carry out
radiation spectroscopy and imaging, or as a unit incorporated
with a robotic platform (a Clearpath RoboticsTM Jackal). In the
guise of the latter, this extends its measurement capabilities
to the benefits of mobility in places in the absence of an
operator. The instrumentation is an integration of off-the-shelf
and bespoke components.
The relatively low-cost instrumentation developed in this
research reflects a representative prototype that applies to
the needs of nuclear industry stakeholders, with regard to
handling and inspecting facilities with radioactive materials.
Given this trajectory, the novelty of the approach described
hereafter is that day-to-day operators of such facilities can
exploit this instrumentation to inspect areas of interest on
a systematic or ad hoc basis. This has the potential to:
reduce the exposure of workers to radiation; improve the
clarity of information conveyed between operators and regulators; and to inform decommissioning and decontamination
plans i.e., when to deploy robotic systems for these complex
activities.
This article is laid out as follows. Section II provides a
description of the individual subsystems that comprise the
instrumentation, including their means of operation as a whole.
Section III presents spectroscopy and imaging results in a
laboratory setting, and from the deployment at the Jožef Stefan
Institute (JSI) TRIGA Mark II reactor. Section IV discusses
the overall performance of the sensing equipment and hardware, and highlights its advantages, scope for improvement
and its capabilities that were not tested in this particular
research. Finally, Section V presents the concluding remarks.
II. M ETHODS
The instrumentation developed for this research is an integration of off-the-shelf and bespoke components. It can be
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Fig. 1.
Integrated radiation detection instrumentation with robotic
platform (side elevation, left, front, perspective view, right).

operated both in stand-alone mode and on terrestrial mobile
platforms, such as the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) in
this research (Fig. 1).
To achieve this, the following key requirements were satisfied: a) compliance of its mass, size, and power payload
with the robot’s capacities, taking into consideration additional
components incorporated on it (e.g., LiDAR sensors, cameras,
motors, etc.), b) that part or whole data transmission to be
carried out via the Robot Operating System (ROS) interface.
Compliance within the aforementioned system constraints
ensures that the instrumentation does not, for example, drain
the on-board battery of the robot too rapidly or occupy
excess space on it, whereas provisions for ROS communication
reduce the complexity of data flow and acquisition. This
section provides a detailed description of the subsystems.

A. Radiation Detection Hardware and Detector
The radiation detection analysis hardware utilised for this
research is a quad-channel Mixed Field Analyser (MFA,
Hybrid Instruments Ltd., UK) [12]. It provides 12-bit sampling resolution at a rate of 500 MSa/s, and has neutron-γ
discrimination and spectroscopic capabilities, as well as
Transistor-Transistor-Logic (TTL) outputs for counting purposes [13], [14]. For this application, part of this commercial
hardware has been ported into a bespoke enclosure to contain
the instrumentation’s electronics, with passive cooling and
12 V DC power supply. For this research, it is configured to
carry out γ -ray spectroscopy via pulse gradient analysis and
imaging via the TTL outputs. Its pulse shape discrimination
capabilities were not used in this work.
A single, miniature cerium bromide (CeBr3 ) scintillator
(Scionix, Netherlands) [15] was used for γ -radiation detection.
A small detector (in this case having a 10 mm x 10 mm crystal,
see Fig. 2) was selected so that it can be deployed in-situ
without occupying significant space and to yield good imaging
granularity. Cerium bromide offers an effective compromise
having a relatively high light output, relatively high energy
resolution (between 22 %-3 % Full Width Half Maximum
for energies ranging between 30 keV to 2600 keV), low
intrinsic background and no need for cryogenic or mechanical
cooling [16], [17].
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Fig. 2. The CeBr3 detector used for this research with a UK 1 coin to
indicate scale.

Fig. 4. Plan view of lead collimator drawing.

Fig. 3. Cross-section schematic of CeBr3 detector used for this research,
dimensions are in mm where not indicated otherwise.

When used with the MFA, it is possible to obtain spectroscopic information of γ rays with energies up to approximately 2.5 MeV. An identical version of the detector used
in this research has been tested previously on a submersible
robot (AVEXIS) in tests using some of the same facilities in
which it demonstrated consistent pulse height spectra calibration tests. When unshielded, irradiation tests revealed its
response to be stable up to 15 Gy/h [18], [19]. As indicated
by the schematic diagram of the detector in Fig. 3, the crystal
is enclosed by a cylinder of 1-mm thick aluminium, of 20-mm
diameter and 55-mm length, and it is coupled to a Hamamatsu
R9880-110 photomultiplier tube (PMT). Two RG174 wires
extending from the cylinder are used to connect a high-voltage
supply to the PMT and for the output signal of the detector.

B. Radiation Localisation and Imaging
Up to four sensors can be coupled simultaneously to the
MFA to measure neutron and/or γ radiation; in this paper
we have focused on the γ radiation response. For example,
in an inspection scenario, three channels could be used to
provide uncollimated radiation intensity information in fixed
directions, with the imaging setup utilizing a single sensor
to provide more insight into areas of interest, e.g., entrance
points, areas of unusually/unexpectedly high radiation intensity. A single sensor for the latter function has been applied
in this research.
In a mobile radiation inspection scenario, the system
constraints on power and size/mass payload can render
bulky, multiple-sensor imaging systems designs impractical,
whereas single-sensor alternatives can offer localization and
imaging capabilities without compromising the critical

operational functions of a robotic platform that they are
coupled to.
The use of a single-sensor imaging configuration is also beneficial in stand-off situations where physical access to radiation
environments may be a limiting factor. For instance, at Sellafield in the UK, narrow (6”/150 mm) ports are quite common
initial points of access in facilities that have been closed for
an extended period of time [20]. The system described in
this article comprises such suitable equipment, by integrating
servo-motors coupled to a collimated CeBr3 detector. Slot
collimators have been in use for many decades [21]–[26].
Their primary distinction from pinhole collimators is that
the exposed detection surface of a slot is larger, and hence
the probability of radiation interaction is greater, albeit with
decreased spatial resolution. The strip-related spatial response
can also enable regions of interest to be identified more rapidly
by dedicated processing algorithms. Conversely, a pinhole
collimator might require more scanning time which, in a
mobile inspection scenario, might reduce battery life and
implicate the limit of detection that is achievable.
The imaging setup developed for this research comprises a
slot collimator made from lead, which surrounds the CeBr3
detector. Dedicated servo motors have been configured to
enable its field of view to be adjusted in terms of yaw, pitch,
and rotation around its own axis (roll). Such systems have
been tested previously (in stand-off mode) with success in
radioactive environments (see e.g., [27], [28]). Fig. 4 shows
side elevation and plan diagrams of the collimator. Its outer
and inner diameters are 41 mm and 21 mm, respectively,
resulting in 10-mm thick lead shielding around the detector.
Its length is 65 mm with 10 mm partly covering the detection
crystal via a 5-mm wide slit aperture. The exposed area of
the surface of the detector casing can be approximated by
a rectangle, 21 mm long and 5 mm wide. The collimator is
finished with white paint to prevent any transfer of the material
to people handling it. Lead was selected for its well-known
attenuation characteristics, relatively low cost and ease of
manufacture (particularly with respect to tungsten). However,
in environments where lead is not preferred then tungsten
would be a suitable alternative.
Monte Carlo simulations, performed with the tool MCNP6
[29], were used to calculate the attenuation reduction with
10 mm of lead for γ rays with energies consistent with those
that can be derived from a range of isotopic sources and
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Fig. 7. Operation flow in a stand-alone inspection scenario.

Fig. 5. γ-ray attenuation, in terms of % of incident γ-ray flux on lead
against γ-ray energy (MeV), which is produced by nuclides (137 Cs,
60 Co, 22 Na), emitted following neutron capture on hydrogen, and neutron
activation due to inelastic scattering (c.f., 12 C, 16 O).

Fig. 6. A diagram, in perspective, of the gimbal design developed in this
research including the slot collimator at its centre.

which can be present in nuclear environments, due to either
radioactive isotopes or neutron-induced reactions. As depicted
in Fig. 5, the attenuation is roughly 90 % for γ rays of
approximately 0.6 MeV, and between 80 % and 65 % for
energies of 1 MeV and above.
Fig. 6 depicts an isometric 3D drawing of the imager developed and tested in this research. Four Dynamixel (MX-28 AT)
(www.robotis.us) actuators provide rotation of the collimator
in the three principal axes. The bottom and two middle
motors provide rotation on the pan (yaw) and tilt (pitch) axes,
respectively, whilst the motor coupled to the collimator allows
rotation (roll) around its axis of symmetry. A typical scanning
routine involves rotating two of three axes, and reconstruction
by means of iterative algorithms is essential to uncover the
radiation distribution of a target area.

C. Overview of Operation and Integration With ROS
The Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source
middleware, equipped with tools and libraries that allow the
development of custom robot applications [30]. Over the
past decade, its utilisation has had a wide-reaching impact
on the robotics community, in terms of user-friendliness,

and is now ubiquitous amongst robotic platforms. A novel
feature of the instrumentation built for this research is that
the radiation detection data acquisition hardware is straightforward to incorporate to robotic platforms that are ROS
compatible. This enables direct control of the instrument by
a robotic system and remote transmission of data back to
the operator, while maintaining a low computational payload.
Configurations local to the MFA can still be defined and output
signals are transmitted via ROS. ROS can also be used when
the instrumentation is in stand-alone mode, thus eliminating
the need for an operator to reconfigure a different setup or
different procedures. This is of particular interest in legacy
environments where planning and regulatory approvals can be
heavily reliant on the consistency of a given instrument with
operating standards and protocols.
Fig. 7 depicts the operation of the apparatus with the imager
in stand-alone mode. The first part involves the radiation
detector coupled to the gimbal shown in Fig. 6 and the MFA.
Via an Ethernet connection, configuration settings such as
amplitude threshold and amplifier gain can be defined.
During operation, spectroscopic information is conveyed
continuously to the laptop via the MFA’s dedicated software.
In parallel, its TTL output signal is fed to a four-channel,
custom counter circuit. The latter comprises ubiquitous, small
footprint microcontrollers (Teensy 3.2) that are configured to
count radiation events on-demand or continuously. Communication with ROS is enabled within the code, so that data can
be accessed in real time via the main ROS environment on the
operator’s laptop.
During a raster scanning routine, the ROS environment on
the laptop calls a so-called node (written in the pythonTM
programming language) that invokes the motors to move
sequentially to a set of orientations. Every time the motors
reach their pre-specified location, they publish a unique flag
which enables the counter circuit to accumulate radiation
count events for a preset time period. In turn, the sum of
radiation events is transmitted to the operator and the motors
are instructed to their next position. When a radiation sensor
is used without the gimbal, the counter circuit is simply
instructed to accumulate radiation count events on-demand or
continuously.
As is illustrated in the operational flow diagram in Fig. 8,
migrating the stand-alone operation to a mobile inspection
scenario is a straightforward task. The instrumentation is
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Fig. 8. Operation flow in a mobile inspection scenario.

mounted on the robot platform and connected to the robot’s
CPU without the need to carry out custom-code modifications,
and its operation control can be undertaken via a laptop with
remote access to the robot’s CPU.
The hardware presented in this section comprises an electronics box that houses the MFA, the custom ROS-enabled
counter board, and a custom power supply distribution unit.
The latter is powered by a 12 V DC connection and draws
a current of approximately 1.8 A. A linear voltage regulator
provides 7 V DC to the MFA and 5 V DC to the counter
circuit. Dedicated high-voltage power supply modules (Hamamatsu C10940-03) are employed to power the radiation sensor,
in static or variable mode, and can be switched on/off and
specified on-demand via ROS. In variable mode, an additional
microcontroller is coupled to a digital potentiometer, and in
series with the high voltage module. The high voltage modules are characterised by high stability, and negligible measured voltage drift over long hour periods (standard deviation
σ = 0.0675 V), which in turn ensures the stable performance
of the PMT coupled to the radiation sensor.
III. R ESULTS
A. Laboratory Results
One characteristic of the MFA is that its technology is
compatible with fast scintillation detectors. The CeBr3 used
in this research yields fast timing pulses compatible with the
hardware: mean rise and fall times of 1.5 ns and 35 ns,
respectively. The MFA uses a pile-up rejection algorithm to
ensure that the processed pulses are noise free, and in turn that
the resulting spectral information is not distorted. Furthermore,
its interface allows the specification of a trigger threshold
above which a signal will be processed as a valid radiation
event. This is commonly set two orders of magnitude higher
than the mean detector signal baseline. Fig. 9 depicts a typical (normalised) signal response of the detector. Pulse-height
spectroscopy is carried out by summing 21 sample amplitudes
(42 ns) past the peak of the pulse (the area highlighted in
green). The spectral information is thus conveyed by means
of an integral, which is saved into an ASCII file for postprocessing. A histogram can be then produced to constitute
the fingerprint of γ -emitting radiation sources. Fig. 10 shows
the resulting spectrum in the presence of a sealed 307 kBq
caesium-137 (137 Cs) source.
The task of radiation imaging is a two-step process as
the raw data retrieved from the collimated sensor have to

Fig. 9. Example output signal of a CeBr3 detector, as a function of
relative amplitude versus time, where the highlighted area indicates the
time frame for which the integral is calculated.

Fig. 10. An example spectrum from a sealed 307 kBq 137 Cs source
recorded in this research, as a function of counts versus integral samples.

be conditioned to produce the data that constitute a coherent
distribution image. In this context, the former is a vector that
contains the sum of radiation count events for a sequential set
of measurement positions (D). The imager has been designed
such that it can be adjusted, incrementally, in the following
planes: horizontal (pan angle, p), vertical (tilt angle, t), and
rotational (roll angle, r ). During a scanning routine, data are
obtained typically for a combination of pan and roll angles
( p, r ) at a single fixed tilt angle. The data acquisition duration
is known a priori by multiplying p, r , and measurement
time. It can vary depending on the conditions by which the
instrumentation is used; primarily in terms of power capacity
(battery powered when used on robots) and desired angular
resolution, as well as distance from the target area.
The data vector is used, in turn, in a ubiquitous iterative reconstruction algorithm (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique). The estimated solution is computed using the following
formula,
X k+1 = X k + λ

d i − W pr X k
W pr


 W pr 2

(1)

For each datum di in D, there exists a corresponding
sensitivity distribution of the imager, W pr . This is used as a
weighting component in the algorithm and is a representation
of the imager’s viewpoint at a given measurement orientation.
Vector X is the image solution updated in each iteration, whilst
λ is a parameter that influences the speed with which the
algorithm converges to a solution.
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Fig. 11. Imager weighting matrix presented in terms of tilt angle interval
versus pan angle interval.
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Fig. 13.
a) Experimental setup for the study of two point 137 Cs
sources separated by 20 cm, showing gimbal-detector apparatus in the
foreground and source arrangement in the background. b) Scanned data
as a function of rotation angle versus pan angle, and c) A reconstructed
image of two 137 Cs sources, in terms of vertical field of view versus
horizontal field of view.

Fig. 14. An aerial view of the reactor hall showing the robot targeting
the thermal irradiation port.
Fig. 12. Imager angle sensitivity: counts expressed relative to the
maximum detected at a pan angle of 0◦ (collinear with the collimator),
for tilt angles between −60◦ and 60◦ .

The sensitivity distribution matrix W was obtained experimentally: the imaging apparatus was rotated along the hori◦
zontal and vertical planes (−90 to 90◦), with 2◦ intervals, and
with the rotation angle fixed to 0◦ (vertical slot). A 137 Cs point
source was placed across the detector-collimator at a centre
position (corresponding pan and tilt angles p = t = 0◦ ).
Fig. 11 displays the resulting matrix, which can be then
accordingly rotated and translated in the algorithm to reflect
the collimated detector’s position for each datum in D. The
final reconstructed image solution (X) is mapped on the basis
of the sensitivity matrix’s size field of view (typically 180◦ in
both vertical and horizontal planes), and useful vertical field of
view of approximately 120◦. The latter’s corresponding scans
through the horizontal plane are shown in Fig. 12, and indicate
a mean 13◦ Full Width Half Maximum (17◦ for p = t = 0◦ ).
As an example, two 307 kBq 137 Cs sources were placed
diagonally and separated from each other by 20 cm, and the
imager was placed 20 cm distant from the vertical plane shared
by the sources. A scan comprised a set of 37 rotations of the
roll angle and 19 rotations of the pan angle (5◦ intervals),
totaling a 180◦ × 90◦ scan (703 discrete measurements).
The overall duration of the data acquisition was 1.95 hours.
Fig. 13a shows a picture of the experimental setup, with the
instrumentation-imager in stand-alone mode targeting the two
radioactive sources mounted on the wall. The raw data are

presented in Fig. 13b, in which it can be observed that direct
interpretation is not immediately possible. The reconstruction
algorithm, solved to convergence, uncovers the actual distribution. As shown in Fig. 13c, the two sources are resolved,
while their relative location in space is accurately captured by
the imager.

B. Deployment at JSI TRIGA Mark II Reactor
The radiation imaging/spectroscopy system was tested both
with a Jackal mobile robotic platform, and as a stand-alone
instrument, at the JSI TRIGA Mark II reactor in Slovenia.
This research reactor has a variety of uses, including neutron
irradiation experiments [31], training and, of relevance to this
research, it can also be used for γ irradiation purposes especially where a dispersed form of γ radiation (in terms of space
and energy) is desirable for comparison with point-source
responses: the energies of γ rays emitted by the reactor reach
10 MeV and above [32].
Fig. 14 shows the robot targeting the thermal irradiation
port, which emits thermal neutrons and collimated γ radiation
when the reactor is operating. Although not shown in this photograph, paraffin blocks were used in front of the collimated
port to act as scatterers. Pulse height spectroscopy and imaging
were carried out simultaneously, for 1.95 hours.
Fig. 15 shows a spectrum obtained from these measurements based on 100,000 total counts, with the peak around
an integral value of 1750 corresponding to the 511 keV
γ -ray peak due to electron-positron annihilation. Fig. 16
depicts the radiation distribution emitted from the thermal
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Fig. 18. A γ-ray spectrum taken from the reactor platform.
Fig. 15. A γ-ray spectrum taken at the thermal irradiation beamport of
the JSI reactor.

Fig. 19. A reconstructed γ-ray image of the pool, with the reactor
operating at 75 kW.

Fig. 16. A reconstructed γ-ray image of the thermal beamport, with the
reactor operating at 1 kW.

correspond to prompt γ -rays emitted directly from the core
(with a mean energy of 2.5 MeV) and 2.2 MeV γ -rays arising
from neutron-capture reactions on hydrogen.
The imager was fixed at a tilt angle of −45◦ (hence
looking down towards the pool ring) and the scanning involved
again 37 rotations of the roll angle and 19 rotations of the pan
angle (5◦ intervals, 180◦ × 90◦ scan). The total duration for
5 s in each measurement position was 58 min. The initial pan
angle implies that the collimated sensor is looking away from
the reactor pool ring, to the right. The corresponding reconstruction (Fig. 19) reflects this as the majority of radiation
intensity originates on its left side. Artefacts present on the
image influence the shape of the reconstructed source and are
partially due to the vicinity of the imager to the source. Despite
these artefacts, a broad degree of localisation was possible.

Fig. 17. Stand-off radiation imaging on the reactor platform showing the
instrument developed in this research and the reactor pool.

irradiation beamport. The raw data were collected, as previously, on the basis of a 5◦ interval, 180◦ × 90◦ scan of the roll
and pan angle, respectively. Note that the image reconstruction
is based on the corresponding spectral information, i.e., it is
not tailored to a particular range of energies.
The instrumentation was placed, separated from the robot
platform, on top of the reactor platform, to the side of the
2-m diameter pool (shown in Fig. 17) with the reactor operating at 75 kW. Fig. 18 displays the corresponding γ -ray spectra
obtained simultaneously with the imaging scan. Results from
approximately 400,000 pulses show again the 511 keV peak
of annihilation radiation, whilst the peak on the right end may

IV. D ISCUSSION
The instrumentation presented in this article appeals to the
requirement of inspecting radiation facilities, and offers the
capability to perform γ -radiation imaging and spectroscopy,
simultaneously. It has been designed to be compatible with the
need to access hard-to-reach areas, whilst provisions for ROS
communication simplify its integration with mobile robotic
platforms. This modular approach is particularly useful where
time constraints apply in nuclear facilities, in terms of access,
demand quick set-up times.
Its capability is further extended when used with a robotic
platform, as multiple locations can be assessed without intervention by an operator to transfer it from place to place. The
signal processing hardware can be exploited by employing
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different sensors to indicate vicinity to unknown radiation
fields and imaging can be then applied to areas of interest. In
this research, the results were based on capability to detect γ
radiation of up to 2.5 MeV. However, neutron detectors can be
also coupled to identical hardware, given they have a similar
form factor (such as those based on the EJ-301 scintillant used
on backscatter measurements reported recently [33]). This
exchange between different types of size-compatible sensors
and, in turn, for discerning neutron and γ radiations, optimizes
the amount of information that might be made available, and
opens up its use to the monitoring of nuclear materials in
forensics, security and safeguards applications.
The collimation for the purposes of radiation imaging is
based on 10 mm of lead, which stops the majority (approximately 70 %) of γ -rays below 2 MeV. Therefore, the slit
provides collimation, whereas the 10-mm thick lead shields
the rest of the sensitive volume of the detector, thus reducing
the number of γ -rays coming from directions beyond the field
of view of the slit: more lead could be used but this would
increase the payload of the instrumentation; using less lead
would reduce the effectiveness of the collimator and would
also degrade the signal/noise ratio (bias detector shielding).
By virtue of the MCNP6 simulations, it was concluded that
a thickness of 10 mm is an effective compromise in terms of
balancing weight, cost and collimator/shielding requirements.
The ability to perform γ -ray spectroscopy and imaging
in a reactor environment has been demonstrated. The reconstruction of images is carried out by a ubiquitous algorithm.
Although the collimator sensitivity map was derived experimentally, and the scanning resolution is relatively low (5◦
intervals), the reconstructed images depict the location and
distribution of radiation accurately in a spherical plane mapped
to 2-dimensional coordinates. Hence, the amount of time
allocated in imaging can be varied on the basis of desired
resolution and number tasks and locations covered per mission.
The deployment at the JSI reactor represents a situation
where a real-world, stable environment is inspected. Radiation
levels in ad-hoc locations are often measured by workers,
where the risk of exposure is deemed to be as low as
reasonably practicable, or by remote means otherwise. Hence,
coupling the radiation detection system to a robotic platform
could replace this requirement and increase the resolution and
consistency of information obtained. The results presented in
this work show, as expected in this case, that operation of
the reactor was normal since no contamination was detected.
If the opposite had been the case, closer examination could
have been undertaken using the same apparatus, whilst avoiding radiation worker exposure and with the advantage that
assessments might be repeated and dwell times increased,
in-situ, without routine recourse to safety cases and revised
descriptions of work. It is worthy of note that such a scenario,
based on a commercial robotic platform, avoids the significant
cost and reliability issues that have plagued many robotic
developments for nuclear legacy applications.
Finally, imaging scans have been carried out for a minimum
distance of 20 cm (laboratory) and a maximum distance of 3
m (JSI). The reconstruction in a laboratory setting showed that
it is possible to resolve two point sources at 20 cm, however,
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measurements in more complex scenarios along this range will
increase confidence with regard to the limits of this imager.
V. C ONCLUSION
This article describes the design and commissioning tests of
a small-footprint, portable radiation detection instrumentation
system that can provide γ -ray spectroscopy and imaging
information, simultaneously, and which can be incorporated
easily to ROS-controlled robotic platforms. Its individual offthe-shelf and custom components are described and the results
are presented on the basis of both laboratory and real-world
settings, in this case in the vicinity of an operating reactor. As a
research tool, the instrumentation can be modified to accommodate measurements using different detectors and imaging
apparatuses. The incorporation of such technology in nuclear
facilities could be a significant aid to routine inspections and
potentially enable inspection of poorly understood legacies
where the risk of exposure would otherwise prevent access.
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